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Tell me, I forget. Teach me, I remember. Involve me, I understand.

Love2study “Successful Study Course“
 Approx 3 to 3.5 hour course duration (including break)
 1-2-1 environment with student (one tutor per student)
 Includes follow up / refresher session 1 hour duration within 3 months

The Successful Study Course is the most amazing course as it incorporates all the essential ingredients needed to
attain effective study: Knowledge, Skills, Desire and Habits. We take a 3 step approach to this:
Assessment: Step 1
We first assess the type of learner (auditory/visual/tactile). We then conduct an in-depth study skills and habits
assessment with the student covering over 13 different aspects of study and educational wellbeing. This is very
much like a counseling session wherein we help the student set realistic goals and we identify any areas of concern
which can be addressed quite easily, and immediately with a different mindset and approach by the student, as
well as any other areas of concern which need to be addressed after the session (either by the parent or the
student) to ensure successful study can be achieved.
Study Methods Course: Step 2
We move onto our study methods course and we teach the student all about effective study by first showing them
and then letting them practice:
 How to break down information to more manageable pieces;
 How to use drawings or diagrams as part of study;
 Simple memory skills;
 How to create effective & correct study notes;
 Organization of study notes and other important study material;
 How to translate text and study information into own words;
 Keywords and important information recognition and highlighting;
 How to achieve understanding;
 The importance of class work and homework;
 How to study independently and responsibly.

Time Management : Step 3
It is vital that a student learns to manage their time effectively, and works with a schedule to ensure they apply
their time as best as possible. We teach the student the importance of time management and how to manage their
schedule going forward. We work with them to create a schedule which includes responsibilities specific to them so
the schedule includes time for homework; assignments; study; extra curricula activities; extra lessons or catch up
work; home responsibilities; social and free time etc.
After the session is completed we compile our detailed written report back to the parent/student, usually by the
next working day which highlights the good and the not so good study habits, any areas of concern identified
during the session, specific advice to help make study time more effective and beneficial.
Please note that this course includes a free follow-up or study method refresher session (duration approx 1 hour)
during the 3 month guarantee period. This can be scheduled at your request or the request of the tutor.

